, and an embedding in R n as an embedding in R n+ \ Let P m be real projective m-space. The main purpose of this paper is to determine the following diagram for m ^ 8:
The paper is divided into two parts. In § §1-3, we review twisted cohomotopy theory and describe the results of Haefliger, Hirsch, Becker, McClendon, and others which reduce the study of [MCR n ] and [MCR n ] to the study of cohomotopy groups. In § §4-6, we calculate diagram (0.1).
For more extensive calculations of immersion groups of projective spaces, see Robinson [18] . Many of the results of this paper have been obtained independently by David Bausum in [1] To resolve the uncertainty in φ lm -i when m = 3 mod 4, the following problem must be solved: is ker(<£ 2 m-2) = ker(φ 2m _ 2 )? That is, is it true that two embeddings P m -> R 2ml are isotopic as embeddings in R 2ml if and only if they are regularly homotopίc as immersions in R 2m2ί ) The authors have been unable to solve this problem.
Twisted cohomotopy.
We generally use the notation of [10] ; the results of that paper carry over to weak fibrations [5] . The theorems and constructions in this section are essentially the same as those done by Becker [4] for vector bundles.
Let p: Y->X be a weak k-sphere fibration, for some k^-\ (where S" 1 is the empty set). If A CX, we define τrj,(X,A), the ith cohomotopy group of (X, A) twisted by p, for any integer i, to be the direct limit
where 5 X and S x are the fiberwise two-point (unreduced) and fiberwise one-point (reduced) suspensions, respectively, and Ω x is the fiberwise loop. Twisted cohomotopy satisfies all the usual axioms for a twisted cohomology theory, since πj,(X, A) = H ik (X,A; <£(p) ), where %{p) is the X-spectrum associated with p [10] .
If p is the sphere bundle associated with a real vector bundle ξ, we write π^X, A) for πj,(X, A). Note that in that case, in the terminology of McClendon [14] , ττ^(X, A) is a cohomology group in the category of spaces over BO. In fact, in the notation of Becker [4] , π^(X,Λ) = H'(X,A,/;50, where & is the sphere spectrum, and /: X-^BO classifies ξ.
Clearly, an equivalence of weak sphere fibrations induces an isomorphism of cohomotopy groups twisted thereby. More strongly: Whitney sum and cup product. Let p: Y->X and p': Y'->X be weak k-sphere and k '-sphere fibrations respectively. We define the Whitney sum pφp' = p * x p': Y* x Y'-*X, a weak (k + fc'+ l)-sphere fibration over X (where * x is the fiberwise join). The Whitney sum notation is justified by the fact that if p and p' are the sphere bundles associated to vector bundles ξ and ξ',p@p' is the sphere bundle associated to the usual Whitney sum ξ φ ξ'.
For any integers i and i', and for any A, A'CX, we define a cup product:
7r;(X,Λ)X7r;'(X,Λ')->τr^(X,Λ UA') as follows. 
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The reader may verify that the cup product is well-defined, bilinear, and associative. 
is an isomorphism (where (X, A U Y) denotes (D(/?'), π~ιA U Y)).
We omit the proof, an easy generalization "of the proof of Becker's Thorn isomorphism [4, Th. 12.8] .
2. Obstructions to embedding. Let M m be any compact differentiate manifold, and let M* be the reduced deleted product of M, that is, M* = (MxM-A M )/Γ, where T exchanges coordinates. Let JP(M) be the total space of the projective (m -l)-bundle associated with the tangent bundle, and let J: P(M)->M* be the inclusion defined by 
n , nh has a section over P(M). Heafliger [6] has shown that M embeds in i?
n if and only if nh has a section over M*, provided 2n ^ 3(m 4-1). Furthermore, if In > 3(n + 1), there is a one-to-one correspondence of [MCR n ] with the set of homotopy classes of sections of nh. Similarly [7] , if 2ni?3m + l, M immerses, in JR π if and only if nh has a section over P{M), while if 2n >3ra -f 1, these sections are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of [MCi? π ] . If g: M-> i?" is a fixed immersion, then g is regularly homotopic to an embedding if and only if g" can be extended over all of M*, provided In g 3(m + 1), while if In > 3(ra + 1), there is a one-to-one correspondence between rel P{M) homotopy classes of extensions of g" and π λ (Έm(M, i? n ),Im(M, R n ),g), where Em(M, R n ) and Im(M, R n ) are the spaces of embeddings and immersions, respectively. Now let γ π (M) E ττ" h (M*) be the single obstruction to embedding M in R", which we define to be the single obstruction to section of nh over M*. By Theorem 1.
) be the single obstruction to immersion of M in R", which we define to be the single obstruction to section of nh over P (M) .
) be the single obstruction to regular homotopy of g to an embedding, defined to be the obstruction to extending g" to a section of nh over M*. Now g may also be considered to be an immersion of M into R n+ \ and by 1.
).
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If ftofcM^R" are embeddings, let δ^/^π^M*) be the single difference class, the obstruction to isotopy of/ 0 and f x . Specifically, δ(/ 0 ,/i) can be defined to be the obstruction to homotopy of the sections /ό and f\ of nh over M* [10] . If, in addition, f 0 = g 0 and f x = g u where g t :M->R n , O^ί^l, is a regular homotopy, let δ(/ 0 ,/i;g,)E TΓ^^M*, P(M)) be the obstruction to regular homotopy of {g,}, rel/<, and /i, to an isotopy. If g 0 and g λ are any immersions, let e(g 0 , gi)E π l ϋ; 1 (P(M) ) be the obstruction to regular homotopy of g 0 with g u defined to be the obstruction to homotopy of the sections go' and gΐ of nh over P(M) [10] .
The obstruction sequence. Affine groups.
A set A is said to be an affine group if, for every a E A, an operation α is defined on A such that (A, -a ) is a group with identity α, and if, for all α, 6, JC, y E A, JC b y = xft^y, where the product and inverse on the right side of the equation are taken with respect to β . Note that (A, α ) is then isomorphic to (A,-b ) by x H> * -a b. Note that every group is an affine group, by Becker [3] [M C i? n ] is an Abelian affine group which, if nonempty, has difference group π n n h\P{M)), while if 2n>3(m+l) and g is an immersion,
) is an Abelian affine group with difference group τr^1(M*,P(M)).
Since twisted cohomotopy is a twisted cohomology theory, we have an exact sequence Now we say that a sequence A^ A 2^> A 3 of Abelian affine groups and morphisms is exact at A 2 if either A x is empty or there exists a E A 3 such that αi^) = α^a. If 2n > 3(m + 1), we have a sequence of Abelian affine groups and morphisms where </>" sends each isotopy class to the regular homotopy class containing it; and where, if g is an immersion, κ[g] = y n (M;g). Now (3.2) is exact, as the reader can easily verify, and the sequence of difference groups of the nonempty portion of (3.2) is the corresponding portion of (3.1).
We also have a commutative diagram of Abelian groups and homomorphisms^
and a commutative diagram of Abelian affine groups and morphisms
The relationship between diagrams (3.3) and (3.4) is as follows: the diagram of difference groups of the nonempty portion of (3.4) is the corresponding portion of (3.3) 
. Thus, if [M CR
n ] is nonempty, and if a specific embedding / is chosen, the two diagrams can be identified.
Calculation of the groups.
In §3, we observed that computation of diagram (0.1) reduced to computation of the following diagram, provided P m embeds in R 2m2 .
(4.1)
In this section we compute the groups in (4.1); in succeeding sections, we compute the maps.
Recall from [3, §4] or [10, §5] that if ξ is a vector bundle over X where (X,A) is an n-dimensional C.W. pair, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for ττ*(X, A) consists of filtrations {X, A), and omit "(X, A)" from the notation when no confusion can arise.
In the cases of interest to us, the cohomology dimension of X is 2m -1 and i ^ 2m -3. In this case, the descriptions of C for all vector bundles ξ define cohomology operations a x {BO) and a 2 (BO) in the category of spaces over BO (see [14] ).
Let p:H*(X,A;Γ^H*(X,A ;Z 2 ) be reduction mod 2, and Φ 2 (£O) be the twisted stable secondary cohomology operation (in the category of spaces over BO) with the relation α 2 (JBO)°(α 2 (BO)°p) = 0, which arises from the first three stages of the standard Postnikov factorization of the sphere bundle of a universal n-vector bundle with n large. Write (
To calculate the groups in diagram (4.1), we need the following descriptions of the Z 2 -cohomology rings of P(P m ) and (P m )*.
PROPOSITION 4.4 (see [9, Ch. 16] 
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We also need the following lemma. Let Z[a] be the local system of integers over a space X, twisted by a £ H\X;Z 2 ). Define a: H*(X, A Z 2 )-> H*(X, A Z 2 ) by a(x) = Sq ι x + x U a.
LEMMA 4.6. Assume H'(X, A Z[a]) is finitely generated. Let r(i) be the dimension of aH'~\X, A Z 2 ) and s(i) the dimension of kerα C H'(X,A;Z 2 )
(considered as vector spaces over Z 2 ). Then  H'(X, A Z[a] ) =G®H where G is the direct sum of r(i) copies of Z 2 and H%Z 2 has dimension ^ s(i) -r(i).
The proof is elementary and will be left to the reader. The reader can also easily verify that H'((P m )*;Z), H is isomorphic to Z 2 , where * is the torsion product. Calculation of ^"^((P 1 " )*): By Proposition (4.1),
Calculation of ττ 2 Γ m -i 1)Λ ((P m )*): 2)*((P")*) = Z 2 0Z 2 generated by wyΓ~3y^ and yΓ ι ' 2 y 2 ; *) = 0; r) = Z 2 generated by uyΓΎi,
The computations of these groups are all direct with the exception of that of C 2 π 2 Z~-2)h((P m )*) which is given at the end of this section. All of the extensions are nontrivial as is shown by direct calculation of θ λ and θ 2 using Proposition 4.3.
In a similar manner, we obtain: ) are all nontrivial. The remainder of §4 is devoted to proving that C 2 ττ\Tm-2)h{{P m T) = 0. Recall that that group equals the image of Φ 2 ((2m -2)h) where Φ 2 ((2ra -2)h) is twisted by (2m -2) h, or, what is the same thing when thought of as an operation in the category of spaces over BO, twisted by a classifying map/: (P m )*->BO for the stable class of (2m -2)h. Since any multiple of 4h is a spin bundle, / factors through BSpin, which is 3-connected. Now the degree of Φ 2 (BO) (and its pullback to BSpin) is 3; thus Φ 2 ((2m -2) such that fc**, = y, for i = 1,2. Then
for dimensional reasons. In order to calculate Φ 2 (δ(«yf +ι~4 yΓ 1 )), we need the following construction which will also be used in §5. For any space X, let A 2 X be the space of unordered (not necessarily distinct) pairs of elements of X, topologized as a quotient space of X 2 . Then ΔX C A 2 X and X* C Λ 2 X. Proof of 4.8. We prove (2) only; the proofs of (1) and (3) They also determine coker b since coker b°, coker b°, coker b° give the quotients of the filtration:
Let a 2 (BO) and Φ 2 (J5O) be as defined in §4, and let {a 2 {BO)ρ) i and (a 2 (BO))j be functional operations in the category of spaces over BO as defined in [14, p. 197] . Then (a 2 (BO)ρ)j twisted by ξ is defined by (a 2 (ξ)p) i x = δ-\a 2 (ξ)p)k* ι x for x E H*(X;Γ ξ ) and (a 2 (BO))j twisted by ξ is defined by (α 2 (£)) y y = δ ι (a 2 (ξ))k* ι y for y G H*(X;Z 2 ), where fc: X-»(X, A) is the inclusion and δ: H*(A)-^H*(X, A) is the coboundary operator.
Define (Φ 2 (J5O)) ; twisted by ξ by fc*-1 x) for xGH*(X;Γ,).
The following proposition is adequate to compute all of the horizontal maps in diagram (4.1). PROPOSITION 
After the obvious identifications
(1) Ϊ° = (α 2 (f)p) >; (2) if C'fl^(A) = 0, b ι js the map induced by (a 2 (ξ)),; (3) if C λ π ξ (A) = 0, b o = (Φ 2 (ξ))i
